90s Fashion Inspiration: Favorite TV Show Shoes

Lately we’ve been obsessing over all things 90s, and fashion is no exception! Classic TV shows like “Friends®” are not only a
fun blast from the past, but also serve as a style guide for the coolest 90s fashion inspiration. With Tulip Fabric Markers, it’s
never been easier to create the custom, vintage-inspired sneakers of your dreams, and Mikyla Creates will show you how!
Armed with our Tulip Fabric Markers and white sneakers of your choice, step back in time with this adorable, 90s fashion
inspiration project that will be the envy of Monica, Phoebe, and even Rachel! “How you doin’?” Great, now that you have the
perfect pair of summer shoes you’ll never want to take a break from – just like your favorite TV show (dare we bring up Ross and
Rachel?!).

Instructions:
Before you get started on your shoe designs, a great tip is to try practicing your design on paper before you move to drawing on
your shoes. Try out different colors and fonts so you’ll be more confident when you’re ready to start!

Get your markers and white sneakers ready and be sure to unlace your sneakers before you get started.

Stuff your shoes with socks or even paper towels so that you have a stable, solid surface to create your design on.

Lightly draw your design onto your sneakers in pencil first to ensure there are no errors. Mikyla Creates added this iconic
“Friends®” quote to her sneakers, but any quote you love will do the trick.

Once you’ve drawn your designs to your liking, you’re ready to break out the Tulip Fabric Markers and start tracing!

Honoring the “Friends®” theme, Mikyla used the red, blue, and yellow Tulip Fabric Markers to color stripes on the sides of her
shoes, but feel free to experiment with your own designs! To create even lines with the same width, do four strokes with each
marker color, leaving a white space between the red and blue lines. Continue until complete!

Once you’re happy with your designs, let your shoes dry completely before wearing. Re-lace them when you’re ready to go!

Once you’re happy with your designs, let your shoes dry completely before wearing. Re-lace them when you’re ready to go!

This colorful, hassle-free project will leave you inspired to color and customize your entire closet – just make sure you have
enough Tulip Fabric Markers on hand!

We hope this 90s fashion inspiration project has you ready to grab your crew and hang out in classically cool style!

